Learn a new skill locally
Engineering

Wednesday nights x 10 / €150

Build your own steam
engine
with renowned
traditional blacksmith Finin
Liam Christie.

Woodturning

Monday nights x 10 / €240

In this Woodturning for Beginners night class, you will
complete eight different projects under the watchful eye of
award-winning craftsman Robert O’Connor.
Run in Robert’s workshop in Gorey, the class
will introduce you to
many
aspects
of
woodturning
with
emphasis on tool work,
projects and safety with
the lathe. You’ll be
allocated your own lathe
and
tools
for
the
duration of the course.
You will also produce a
number of projects to

Learn the skills of turning,
milling, sheet metalwork
and welding, so that you
will be able to build your
own steam engine.
Your tutor, Finin, has been
blacksmithing since he was
16 years old and has exhibited in Europe and the US.
A model steam train hobbyist, he also teaches our
bring home with you.

Robert O’Connor has featured on RTE’s Nationwide and

Understanding
Forensic Criminal Science

5 Wednesday nights

Based on the books, Forensic Science: Crime Scene
Analysis and How to Commit the Perfect Murder, this
course will introduce you to:


Crime Scene Recognition and Documentation



What a Crime Scene Investigator looks for



Fingerprints, Firearms and Explosives



Causes of Death and Autopsies



Identifying decaying bodies and skeletons



Poisons and Toxicology, DNA and Serology



Criminal Law Evidence, and the Perfect Murder
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WOODCARVING
Learn the basics of one of the world’s oldest
crafts: Timber Selection. Selecting tools and
Sharpening tools. Using Carving Knives and
Chisels. Relief Carving. 3D Carving.
10 Wednesday nights / €140 / Tutor: Ger O’Leary

Learn a new skill locally
How to publish your own book
You’ve written your masterpiece, now what? This course teaches you all you
need to know to get your book published. It covers:

ZENTANGLE



Copyright, ISDNs and Defamation



Publishing House, Self Publishing House, Printers, Doing It Yourself



How to avoid the basic errors we all make



Formatting your own book



The cover and back cover blurb



E-books and formatting

Wednesday nights x 5 / €70

Wednesday nights x 5 / €70

Zentangle is an easy to learn, relaxing, fun
way to create beautiful images by mindfully
drawing structured patterns through a
guided session of Mindfulness.
Almost anyone can use this method to
create beautiful images, re-awaken their
love of art. But it also increases focus and
creativity.
It provides artistic satisfaction along with
an increased sense of personal wellbeing.
The Zentangle Method is enjoyed all over the world across a wide
range of skills, interests and ages. Benefits include stress relief,
reduced anxiety, improved problem solving.

Senior challenge

A programme to stimulate the over 65s

Retirement is what you make of it. Senior Challenge is a
programme that offers new and exciting pursuits to people
who have the time and interest to follow up on educational or
personal ambitions that were maybe out of reach earlier in
their life.
The programme will cover:
 Psychology, Communications, Personal Goal Setting
 Physical Education, Tai Chi, Dance, Mindfulness
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10 x Wednesday nights

 Computers, Social Media, Internet, Mathematics
Learning New Skills in: Creative Writing, Forensic Science,
Engineering,
Furniture
Restoration,
Cabinet
Making,
Italian,

